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Abstract. The main point of the construction of spin Calogero type classical
integrable systems based on dynamicalr-matrices, developed by L.-C. Li and P.
Xu, is reviewed. It is shown that non-Abelian dynamicalr-matrices with vari-
ables in a reductive Lie algebraF and their Abelian counterparts with variables
in a Cartan subalgebra ofF lead essentially to the same models.

PACS number: 02.30.Ik

1 Introduction

Integrable systems of Calogero [1] (Sutherland [2], Moser [3], Olshanetsky-
Perelomov [4], Gibbons-Hermsen [5], Ruijsenaars-Schneider [6] . . . ) type are
related to many important areas of physics and mathematics. The integrability
of dynamical systems is in general due to the existence of conserved quantities
that reflect some (hidden) symmetries. These are usually exhibited by construct-
ing a Lax representation for the equation of motion, and often also by deriving
the system of interest as a projection of a ‘free’ system which is integrable obvi-
ously. (See [7] for a review.) For Hamiltonian systems, Liouville integrability is
linked [8] with the St Petersburg form of the Poisson brackets (PBs) of the Lax
matrix,L, according to the formula

{L1, L2} = [ρ, L1]− [ρ21, L2], (1.1)

whereρ is aG⊗G valued function on the phase space in general ifL isG-valued.
Here,G can be any Lie algebra and for simplicity we restrict ourselves to spectral
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parameter independent cases. (Note thatρ21 = Y a ⊗ Xa if ρ = Xa ⊗ Y a ∈
G ⊗ G, andL1 = L ⊗ 1, L2 = 1 ⊗ L.) Equation (1.1) guarantees that theG-
invariant functions (eigenvalues) ofL Poisson commute. In the simplest cases,
like for Toda systems,ρ is a constant. Ther-matrices entering (1.1) for the
An type Calogero models were found to be coordinate dependent [9–11]. They
were re-derived in an inspiring way by Avan, Babelon and Billey [12, 13] who
also related them to the classical dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (CDYBE)
that arose from conformal field theory [14, 15]. Relying on the advance in the
theory of the CDYBE thanks to Etingof and Varchenko [16] and motivated also
by the calculations in [12], Li and Xu [17] proposed a method to associate a
spin Calogero model toanydynamicalr-matrix as defined in [16]. This method
was further developed by Li [18–21] in a rather abstract framework using Lie
algebroids and groupoids.

In this report we wish to contribute to the ‘dynamical chapter’ of the Yang-
Baxter story on integrability by presenting certain clarifications and applications
of the method invented by Li and Xu. We focus on the spectral parameter in-
dependent version of the method introduced in [19], and explain its essential
point in a direct manner, without any reference to Lie algebroids that feature
in [17–21]. In principle, this method can be applied to any dynamicalr-matrix
defined on the dual space of any Abelian or non-Abelian subalgebra of a Lie
algebra. However, we shall demonstrate that the non-Abelian dynamicalr-
matrices with variables belonging to a reductive Lie algebra, sayF , and their
Abelian counterparts (Dirac reductions in the sense of [22]) with variables be-
longing to a Cartan subalgebra ofF lead essentially to the same models. This
‘no go’ result was mentioned in our recent paper [23], where we studied spin
Calogero type models built onAbeliandynamicalr-matrices. (It provided the
reason for considering there only Abelianr-matrices.) We proved that the mod-
els based onr-matrices with a certain non-degeneracy property are projections
of the natural geodesic system on a corresponding Lie group. We shall briefly
characterize these models in Section 4 at the end of the present report, referring
to [23] for details.

The most important new result of this paper is Proposition 2 in Section 3. The
content of Section 2 is not new, but it may be useful for readers who want to learn
about the essence of the method due to Li and Xu keeping the technicalities to a
minimum.

2 From Dynamical r-Matrices to Integrable System

Consider a subalgebraK of a Lie algebraG and corresponding connected Lie
groupsK andG. Let Ǩ∗ ⊂ K∗ be an open subset invariant under the coad-
joint action of K. A dynamicalr-matrix for K ⊂ G is by definition [16] a
K-equivariant (smooth or holomorphic) mapr : Ǩ∗ → G ⊗ G satisfying the
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CDYBE

[r12, r13] + T i
1

∂r23

∂qi
+ cycl. perm.= 0, (2.1)

and the additional condition that the symmetric part ofr,

rs =
1
2
(r + r21), (2.2)

is a G-invariant constant. As usualr23 = 1 ⊗ r, T i
1 = T i ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 etc, and

qi ≡ 〈q, T i〉 are the components ofq ∈ K∗ with respect to a basisT i of K.
Infinitesimally, theK-equivariance property ofr reads

[T i ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ T i, r(q)] = f ji
k qk ∂r(q)

∂qj
with [T i, T j ] = f ij

k T k. (2.3)

Important special cases are the quasi-triangularr-matrices having symmetric
part rs = 1

2Tα ⊗ Tα, whereG is self-dual with invariant scalar productBG ,
BG(Tα, T β) = δβ

α for dual bases ofG, and the triangularr-matrices charac-
terized byrs = 0. (The spectral parameter can be introduced in (2.1) in the
standard fashion.)

To construct integrable systems from dynamicalr-matrices, one starts with the
phase space

M := T ∗Ǩ∗ × G∗ ' Ǩ∗ ×K × G∗ = {(q, p, ξ)}, (2.4)

and defines the ‘quasi-Lax operator’

L : M→ G, L(q, p, ξ) = p−R(q)ξ, (2.5)

whereR(q) ∈ End(G∗,G) corresponds tor(q) ∈ G ⊗ G so thatX ⊗ Y : ζ 7→
〈ζ, Y 〉X for anyX, Y ∈ G, ζ ∈ G∗. Note that the mapL is equivariant with
respect to the natural actions of the groupK ⊂ G onM and onG. Introduce
also the function

χ : M→K∗, χ(q, p, ξ) := (adKp )∗(q) + ξK∗ , (2.6)

whereξK∗ ∈ K∗ is the restriction ofξ ∈ G∗ to K ⊂ G and〈(adKp )∗(q), X〉 =
〈q, [p,X]〉 ∀X ∈ K. (We denote the pairing between any vector space and its
dual by〈 , 〉.) By setting

(∇χr)(q, p, ξ) :=
d

dt
r(q + tχ(q, p, ξ))|t=0, (2.7)

the fundamental result can be formulated as follows.

Proposition 1. The quasi-Lax operatorL (2.5) associated with any dynamical
r-matrix as defined above satisfies

{L1, L2} = [r, L1 + L2]−∇χr. (2.8)
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Proof. Let Ra ∈ End(G∗,G) (resp.Rs) correspond to the antisymmetric
(resp. symmetric) part ofr. Upon contraction with1⊗X ⊗Y , let us rewrite the
CDYBE (2.1) in the equivalent form

E(Ra, X, Y ) = −[RsX,RsY ], ∀X, Y ∈ G∗, (2.9)

with theG-valued functionE(Ra, X, Y ) on Ǩ∗ given by

E(Ra, X, Y ) =

= [RaX,RaY ]−Ra
(
ad]
RaXY − ad]

RaY X
)

+∇YK∗RaX −∇XK∗RaY + 〈X, (∇Ra)Y 〉. (2.10)

Heread] is the coadjoint representation ofG, ad]
T = −(adT )∗ (∀T ∈ G), and

〈X, (∇Ra)Y 〉 = T i ∂〈X,RaY 〉
∂qi . To see that (2.1) and (2.9) are equivalent, one

must also use thatrs is aG-invariant constant. Now, for anyK-equivariantra for
whichrs is aG-invariant constant, one obtains from (2.5) by an easy calculation

{L1, L2} − ([r, L1 + L2]−∇χr) =
= (E(Ra, Tα, Tβ) + [RsTα,RsTβ ]) Tα ⊗ T β (2.11)

with dual basesTα ∈ G andTα ∈ G∗. Q.E.D.

It follows from Proposition 1 that theG-invariant functions ofL yield a Poisson
commuting familyafter introducing the constraintχ = 0. This is the basic idea
for constructing integrable systems out of dynamicalr-matrices. In coordinates,
the PBs onM = T ∗Ǩ∗ × G∗ are

{qi, pj} = δi
j and {ξα, ξβ} = fαβ

γ ξγ , (2.12)

wherefαβ
γ denote the structure constants ofG (in a basisTα extending the basis

T i of K, definingξα = 〈ξ, Tα〉). The constraintsχi = 0 arefirst class, since

{χi, χj} = f ij
k χk. (2.13)

In fact,χ is nothing but themomentum mapgenerating the natural action of the
groupK onM. (The action ofK is induced by its coadjoint action onK∗ and
by composing the coadjoint action ofG onG∗ with the inclusionK ⊂ G.) We
perform Hamiltonian reduction by settingχ = 0. Thus we are interested only
in the gauge invariant (K-invariant) functions onMχ=0, i.e., in the reduced
phase spaceMχ=0/K. In particular, anyG-invariant functionh onG yields a
K-invariant function onM by h ◦ L asL (2.5) is aK-equivariant map.

For later purpose, note that one may also perform the Hamiltonian reduction
after restriction to a symplectic leaf ofM, which has the form

T ∗Ǩ∗ ×O, (2.14)
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whereO ⊂ G∗ is a coadjoint orbit. The reduction of the subspace (2.14) ofM
leads to a union of symplectic leaves in the full reduced phase space resulting
fromM.

The constraintχ = 0 is universally applicable to remove the derivative term of
(2.8), but in some examples non-zero constantsχ0 ∈ K∗ exist, too, for which
(∇χ0r)(q) = 0 for all q ∈ Ǩ∗. Then the constraintχ = χ0 can also be used to
obtain integrable systems. This occurs in particular for the standard dynamical
r-matrices on the Cartan subalgebraK of G = u(n), for whichχ0 can be taken
as a multiple of the unit matrix, after the usual identificationK∗ ' K. In our
discussion we focus on the constraintχ = 0 for definiteness.

The (spectral parameter dependent variant of the) basic formula (2.8) first ap-
peared in [12] for concrete examples of quasi-Lax operators that were defined
without referring to (2.5). The statement of Proposition 1 can be found in [19],
and its spectral parameter dependent version for an AbelianK can be found
in [17]. Given (2.8), the idea to construct integrable systems by killing the
derivative term arises immediately and it occurs in all the references mentioned.
We thought it worthwhile to report the above elementary proof of Proposition 1,
because the results are presented in [17, 19] in such an abstract framework that
may make it difficult to realize how simple the main point is. Incidentally, our
proof clearly shows also that, in the presence of the equivariance and invariance
properties ofra andrs, the PB relation (2.8) for the quasi-Lax operator (2.5)
does not only follow from the CDYBE, but is equivalent to it. Formulae (2.5),
(2.8) and the direct verification as above work essentially in the same way for
spectral parameter dependentr-matrices as well.

3 Abelian versus Non-Abelian Dynamical r-Matrices

In the first examples [14, 15] the space of variables in the CDYBE was a Car-
tan subalgebra of a simple Lie algebra. Later the concept was extended [16] to
includer-matrices defined on the duals of non-Abelian Lie algebras. Such ‘non-
Abelianr-matrices’ came to light naturally in some applications (see [24–26]),
and Proposition 1 is valid in this general case. At first sight, it appears a natural
project to construct integrable systems from non-Abelianr-matrices, and actu-
ally this had been one of our aims originally. However, we found that suchr-
matrices do not give rise to new integrable systems in addition to those that may
be constructed using Abelianr-matrices, at least if one considersr-matrices on
reductive Lie algebras of variables. In the following we describe the derivation
of this ‘no go’ result.

Let G be a self-dual (also called quadratic) Lie algebra, equipped with a non-
degenerate, symmetric, invariant bilinear form,BG . IdentifyG⊗G with End(G)
in such a way thatX ⊗ Y : Z 7→ BG(Y,Z)X for anyX,Y, Z ∈ G. Consider a
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chain of subalgebras
K ⊂ F ⊆ G, (3.1)

whereF is a reductiveLie algebra,K is a Cartan subalgebra ofF and the
restriction ofBG remains non-degenerate both onF and onK. Consider also a
connected Lie groupG with Lie algebraG and connected subgroups

K ⊂ F ⊆ G (3.2)

corresponding to the subalgebras (3.1). Let us assume that

RF : F̌ → End(G) (3.3)

is anF -equivariant map on a domain for which

adq|K⊥∩F is invertible ∀q ∈ Ǩ := K ∩ F̌ , (3.4)

andF̌ consists of orbits ofF throughǨ, i.e.,

F̌ = {Adfq | f ∈ F, q ∈ Ǩ }. (3.5)

The properties expressed by the last two equations can always be arranged by a
restriction of the domain of anyF -equivariant mapRF . We then defineRK :
Ǩ → End(G) as follows:

RK(q)(X) =
{ RF (q)(X) if X ∈ (K + F⊥)
RF (q)(X) + (adq|K⊥∩F )−1 (X) if X ∈ K⊥ ∩ F .

(3.6)

It is known thatRF is a solution of the CDYBE associated withF ⊆ G if and
only if RK is a solution of the CDYBE associated withK ⊂ G. Of course, to
viewRF andRK as dynamicalr-matrices, one takes into account the identifi-
cationsF∗ ' F andK∗ ' K based onBG . For reasons explained in [22], we
callRK the Dirac reduction ofRF . In the main examples [25]G is semi-simple
with Killing form BG , andF is the fixed point set of a (possibly trivial) automor-
phism ofG. For a semi-simple Lie algebraG, all non-Abelianr-matrices that
are known to us are related to corresponding Abelianr-matrices in the manner
in (3.6).

Now we show that the integrable systems that result by applying the construction
outlined in Section 2 to the non-Abelianr-matrixRF and to its Abelian coun-
terpartRK are essentially (up to factoring by a discrete symmetry) the same.
For the proof, it is convenient to proceed by first restricting the ‘spin’ variable
ξ ∈ G∗ to a coadjoint orbitO ⊂ G∗ ' G, so that the construction based onRF
starts with the phase space

MF = T ∗F̌ × O = F̌ × F ×O = {(Q,P, ξ)}. (3.7)
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MF carries the symplectic formΩF ,

ΩF (Q,P, ξ) = BG (dP ∧, dQ) + ωO(ξ), (3.8)

whereωO is the symplectic form of the orbitO, and the quasi-Lax operatorLF ,

LF (Q,P, ξ) = P −RF (Q)ξ. (3.9)

The construction based onRK works by reducingMK = Ǩ × K × O =
{(q, p, ξ)}, which is equipped with its symplectic formΩK,

ΩK(q, p, ξ) = BG (dp ∧, dq) + ωO(ξ), (3.10)

and the quasi-Lax operatorLK defined usingRK.

Continuing with the Abelian case ofRK, we decomposeξ as ξK + ξK⊥ and
introduce the first class constrained manifold

M0
K = T ∗Ǩ × O0 = {(q, p, ξK⊥) | q ∈ Ǩ, p ∈ K, ξK⊥ ∈ O ∩ K⊥ }, (3.11)

whereχK(q, p, ξ) = ξK = 0. The corresponding reduced phase space

Mred
K = M0

K/K (3.12)

is a (in general singular, stratified1) symplectic manifold, whose symplectic
structure is induced by the restriction (pull-back) ofΩK to M0

K ⊂ MK. A
commuting family of Hamiltonians onMred

K is obtained by the application of
theG-invariant functions onG, I(G) ⊂ C∞(G), to the quasi-Lax operatorLK,
since these Hamiltonians survive the reduction. In fact,h◦LK yields∀h ∈ I(G)
aK-invariant function onM0

K, on account of theK-equivariance ofLK.

In the non-Abelian case ofRF , we start by introducing the first class constraints

χF (Q,P, ξ) = [Q, P ] + ξF = 0, (3.13)

using the decompositionξ = ξF + ξF⊥ . This defines the constrained manifold
M0

F ⊂MF , and we wish to compareMred
K toMred

F = M0
F/F . The reduced

(stratified) symplectic structure and the commuting Hamiltonians onMred
F are

induced by restrictions ofΩF andh◦LF , h ∈ I(G), toM0
F . By the assumption

(3.5), everyF -orbit in M0
F intersects the submanifoldM0

F,K ⊂ M0
F defined

by
M0

F,K = {(q, P, ξ) ∈M0
F | q ∈ Ǩ }, (3.14)

i.e., anyQ ∈ F̌ can be conjugated intǒK. SinceǨ consists of regular elements
(3.4), the ‘residual gauge transformations’ that preserve the ‘partial gauge fixing’
defined byM0

F,K are given by the normalizer subgroup

NF (K) := { f ∈ F |Adfκ ∈ K ∀κ ∈ K} (3.15)

1To understand the fine structure of the reduced phase spacesMred
K andMred

F , one may wish
to apply the theory of singular symplectic reduction [27]. This is directly applicable ifK andF are
compact Lie groups, but actually our construction works without this assumption, too.
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of K insideF . In other words, an arbitrarily fixed element ofM0
F,K is mapped

toM0
F,K precisely by thosef ∈ F that lie inNF (K). Note thatK ⊂ NF (K)

is a normal subgroup, and
W := NF (K)/K (3.16)

is a discrete group since the Lie algebra ofNF (K) equalsK. These observations
imply the second and third equalities in

Mred
F = M0

F/F = M0
F,K/NF (K) = (M0

F,K/K)/W. (3.17)

In order to compare with the Abelian case, notice that onM0
F,K the constraint

(3.13) is uniquely solved as

ξK = 0, P = P (q, p, ξ) = p− (adq|K⊥∩F )−1
ξK⊥∩F with p ∈ K,

(3.18)
where we use the decompositionξ = ξK+ ξK⊥∩F + ξF⊥ . We see from this that
the map

m : M0
K →M0

F,K, m : (q, p, ξ) 7→ (q, P (q, p, ξ), ξ) (3.19)

is aK-equivariant diffeomorphisms, and it is also easy to check that this map
converts the restrictions of the relevant symplectic forms and quasi-Lax opera-
tors into each other:

m∗ (
ΩF |M0

F,K
)

= ΩK|M0
K and m∗ (

LF |M0
F,K

)
= LK|M0

K. (3.20)

Here,ΩK|M0
K denotesı∗ΩK with the natural mapı : M0

K → MK and, simi-
larly, ΩF |M0

F,K is the pull back ofΩF . Sincem is K-equivariant, it induces a
one-to-one map,̄m : Mred

K →M0
F,K/K, whereby we can identify these spaces

of K-orbits. Because of (51), this identification converts the Poisson structures
and commuting Hamiltonians carried by these spaces into each other. By com-
bining the mapm̄ with the last equality in (3.17), we arrive at the following
conclusion.

Proposition 2. Under the foregoing assumptions (in particular, choosing the do-
mains ofRF andRK according to (3.4)-(3.5)), the Hamiltonian systems asso-
ciated (using∀h ∈ I(G)) with the non-Abelianr-matrixRF by the construction
outlined in Section 2 are identical to the systems associated with the Abelianr-
matrixRK (3.6) up to the discrete symmetry given by the groupW (3.16). That
is the corresponding phase spaces are related as

Mred
F = Mred

K /W. (3.21)

Remark 1.Suppose that the semi-simple factor ofF is compact, and notice that
W is then the Weyl group ofK ⊂ F . Thus the space ofW -orbitsMred

K /W can
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be realized simply by restricting the variableq to a fundamental domain ofW in
Ǩ, i.e., to an open Weyl chamber. This means that the system onMred

F associ-
ated withRF also arises by performing the construction of Section 2 usingRK
restricted to a Weyl chamber. This strengthens our claim that the systems asso-
ciated with the non-Abelian and Abelianr-matrices are ‘essentially’ the same.

Remark 2. A non-compact reductive Lie algebraF possesses non-conjugate
Cartan subalgebras, sayKa for a = 1, . . . , N > 1, in general. IfRF is defined
on adenseopen subset ofF (which can be achieved for anyr-matrix onF ⊆
G), then the associated reduced phase spaceMred

F contains the reduced spaces
Mred

Ka
associated with the non-conjugate Cartan subalgebras as disjoint open

subsets.

4 On the Resulting Family of Spin Calogero Models

We explain below that the dynamicalr-matrix method presented in Section 2
leads to a large family of integrable systems of spin Calogero type. The Hamil-
tonians of these systems are induced by the quadratic form of an invariant scalar
product using Abelian dynamicalr-matrices.

Let us take an Abelian, self-dual subalgebraK of a self-dual Lie algebraG and
suppose that

R : Ǩ → End(G) (4.1)

is a dynamicalr-matrix forK ⊂ G, where we made the identificationsG ' G∗
andK ' K∗. Suppose also that the operatorR(q) (q ∈ Ǩ) is compatible with
the decomposition

G = K +K⊥. (4.2)

This compatibility condition holds for all examples we are aware of. The sim-
plest Hamiltonian of interest on the phase spaceM = Ǩ × K × G is

H(q, p, ξ) =
1
2
BG(L(q, p, ξ), L(q, p, ξ)), (4.3)

which corresponds to the quadratic Casimir associated with the invariant scalar
productBG . Upon imposing the first class constraintξK = 0 on ξ = ξK + ξK⊥
and recalling (2.5), the Hamiltonian takes the following form:

H(q, p, ξ) =
1
2
BG(p, p) +

1
2
BG(R(q)ξK⊥ ,R(q)ξK⊥). (4.4)

If R(q) depends onq through rational or trigonometric (hyperbolic) functions of
its components, which holds in all known examples, then (4.4) yields a Hamilto-
nian of spin Calogero type. The first term of (4.4) represents kinetic energy and
the second term is a rational or trigonometric (or hyperbolic) potential contain-
ing the ‘spin’ degrees of freedom as well. The restriction ofBG to K must be
positive or negative definite for this interpretation to be valid in the strict sense.
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Under the constraintξK = 0, the evolution equation generated byH (4.3) im-
plies

L̇ = [R(q)L,L]. (4.5)

Together withq̇ = p, the Lax equation (4.5) is actually equivalent to the con-
strained Hamiltonian equation of motion ifR(q) mapsK⊥ toK⊥ in aninvertible
manner. Indeed, for suchnon-degenerater-matricesṗ and ξ̇K⊥ can be recov-
ered from the decomposition of (4.5) according to (4.2). Note thatq, p andH
are gauge invariant, whileξK⊥ matters only up to conjugation by the elements
of K, since the gauge transformations generated byξK act as

(q, p, ξK⊥ , L) 7→ (q, p, eκξK⊥e−κ, eκLe−κ), (4.6)

whereκ is an arbitraryK-valued function.

The rational and trigonometric (hyperbolic)r-matrices on the Cartan subalgebra
of a simple Lie algebra were classified in [16], and the corresponding examples
of spin Calogero models were described in [17, 19]. More recently, we studied
[23] the family of systems based on ther-matrices meeting the compatibility
and non-degeneracy conditions. In the quasi-triangular case all suchr-matrices
are provided (up to an irrelevant freedom inR(q)|K) by the formula

R(q)|K =
1
2
idK, R(q)|K⊥ = (1− θ−1e−adq |K⊥)−1, (4.7)

whereθ is an automorphism ofG that preserves also the scalar product,K lies
in the fixed-point set ofθ, and the inverse that occurs is well-defined for a non-
empty open subseťK ⊂ K. In the general case this formula is due to Alekseev
and Meinrenken [25], its uniqueness property mentioned above was proved in
[23].

It turned out that the spin Calogero models associated with ther-matrices (4.7)
can be also derived by Hamiltonian reduction of the geodesic system on (an
open submanifold of)T ∗G. The geodesics in question are simply the orbits of
the one-parameter subgroups ofG, since the underlying metric onG is induced
from the invariant bilinear formBG onG and is thus bi-invariant. The reduction
relies on the Hamiltonian action ofG arising from twisted conjugations. The
twisted conjugation byk ∈ G acts on the group manifoldG according to

AdΘ
k : g 7→ Θ−1(k)gk−1 ∀g ∈ G, (4.8)

if Θ ∈ Aut(G) lifts θ ∈ Aut(G). The Hamiltonian reduction method leads to a
simple algorithm for integrating the spin Calogero equation of motion with the
aid of the geodesics ofG. The reader is referred to [23] for a detailed presenta-
tion of the Hamiltonian reduction picture as well as for several examples. The
examples include systems built on the non-trivial diagram automorphisms of the
simply laced simple Lie algebras and systems built on the cyclic permutation
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automorphisms of semi-simple Lie algebras composed ofN > 1 identical fac-
tors. The former systems seem to be new, while the latter were studied earlier in
theAn case by Blom-Langmann [28] and by Polychronakos [29] by means of
different methods. It should be possible to quantize these systems with the aid
of quantum Hamiltonian reduction, which is one the topics of our interest for
future work.
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